
Picture 
Says  

Meaning Form Conventions Style 

A    5 Very clear image and / or 
speech bubbles which match 
words well. 

20 List Words and 20 
Images are provided 
Organized Title and Date 
given 

Very few errors in 
conventions, grammar and 
punctuation. 
Very neat (readable). 

Very Clear and 
Detailed Pictures 
Interesting Pictures 
Uses many dress-up in 
speech bubbles. 

B    4 Clear image and / or speech 
bubbles which match words 
well. 

Missing a  list word or  a 
bit disorganized or missing 
title or date 

Some small errors in spelling, 
grammar and punctuation. 
Quite neat (readable). 

Clear Pictures and 
good detail 
Uses several dress-ups 
in speech bubbles. 

C+  3.5  Good images and / or speech 
bubbles which match words.  

Missing a few list words or  
a bit disorganized or 
missing title or date 

Several small errors in 
spelling, grammar and 
punctuation. 
Neat (readable). 

Clear Pictures and 
average detail  
Uses some dress-ups 
in speech bubbles. 

C    3 O.K. (satisfactory) images and / 
or speech bubbles which match 
most words. 

Missing a couple of list 
words or somewhat 
disorganized or missing 
title and  date 

Many errors in spelling, 
grammar and punctuation.  
Somewhat messy. 

Average Pictures and 
details 
Uses a few dress-ups 
in speech bubbles. 

C-   2.5 Images and / or speech bubbles 
do not match one another well 
or their connection is difficult 
to understand. 

Missing several list words 
or  a bit disorganized or 
missing title and date 

Many errors in conventions.    
Messy. 

Poor quality images 
with little detail 
Uses very few dress-
ups in speech bubbles. 

I    
 
 

Image does not match word and 
is not understandable. 

Missing too many list 
words, very disorganized 
and / or missing a title and 
date 

Errors in conventions make 
reading work difficult. 
Messy. 

Effort was not put into 
making images or 
adding dress-ups. 
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